
 

Waiting for Christmas - Anna 
Dec. 16, 2018 

Scriptures: Luke 2:25-38; Romans 8:18-30; 1 Peter 1;3 

Bottom Line: Jesus loves us so much that He doesn’t give us what we 
want, He gives us what we need. 

Guideposts for Waiting: The Life of 
Anna 
Active Waiting vs. Controlling the Waiting 

Personal Direction Comes out of Relationship with 
God 

Refuse to Let Culture Write Your Story 

Don’t Wait Alone 

Wait for a Who not a What 
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

Appetizer 

1. Review Sunday’s message. What stood out to you? What 
challenged you? Are there any lingering questions? 

2. Have you ever waited for something, only to find out that it 
wasn’t really worth the wait? What was it? What happened? 

Entree 

1. Read Romans 8:18-25. 

2. Paul differentiates between hoping and waiting for things we 
see and things we don’t see. What does this mean to you? 

3. How has culture tried to write your story? Have you let it? 

4. “It’s not about what you want, but who you are becoming.” Who 
is God asking you to become? 

Dessert 

Break into groups of 3-5 and discuss the following questions with each 
other. 

1. Terry talked about the importance of waiting alongside others. 
How are you at inviting others into your waiting? 

2. How can you invite these people to join you in your waiting? 
(Hint: it probably involves letting them in on what you’re waiting 
for) 
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